Thank-you for your interest in Safetech’s exciting new stretch tape easy wrapper
– one product in our large range of materials handling products. This e-mail
attachment has been sent to provide you with an overview of the Stretch Tape
Wrapper and to help you make a more informed purchasing decision.
In the pages below you will find:
•
•
•
•
•

An introduction to the product
Detailed product information
Technical Specifications
Product pictures
A link to the Safetech website for further information

STRETCH TAPE EASY WRAPPER
STRETCH TAPE EASY WRAPPER is the unique semi automatic applicator
designed to apply 3M stretchable load containment tape in a unique multiple X or
banding pattern. It is the machinery component of the Stretch Tape Pallet
Stabilising System developed jointly by SAFETECH Australia and the giant 3M
Corporation of the USA.
STRETCH TAPE EASY WRAPPER
is efficient and highly effective at
preventing back strain and injury,
which are the most common of all
workplace injuries (1994, Worksafe
Australia). It is designed to eliminate
the dangerous and time-consuming
practice of stretch tape application
by hand.
As employers have
become more aware of occupational
health and safety, tape application
by hand has become less and less
viable.
3M stretchable tape is an adhesive coated tape which when dispensed through
Safetech’s powered prestretch assembly is stretched to six times its original
length. This stretching process actually increases the strength of the tape while
diminishing its adhesive properties.

Using the Safetech Stretch Tape wrapper to apply 3M stretchable tape is easy
for any pallet configuration. It provides efficient tape usage and a stable pallet
load that can be transported and stored with confidence.
3M stretchable tape provides load stability equivalent to or better than stretch film
and has been used to wrap a wide variety of products that can then be safely
freighted.
Touch pad controls enable an operator to easily select the optimum pattern for
each pallet load. Options include the ability to program simple banding suitable
for in-house storage or full multi –x patterns that provide maximum load stability.

95% WASTE REDUCTION WITH 3M STRETCHABLE TAPE.
There are few products that can offer such a dramatic benefit but the unique
properties of the patented 3M tape allow 95% or more waste reduction by volume
versus stretch film or netting. Plus the 3M Stretch Tape is biodegradable.
The best way to reduce waste is to eliminate it at source and this is exactly what
the use of 3m stretchable tape achieves. Only a handful of tape is needed to
achieve complete load stability.
The costs of handling and disposing of waste film and netting is dramatically
lowered when 3M stretchable tape is used. 3M tape is simple to apply and easy
to remove.

Compare the waste of 50 pallets
wrapped in film (left) verses the
waste resulting from 50 pallets
wrapped in 3M Stretch Tape using
Safetech’s Stretch Tape Easy
Wrapper.

FLOW THROUGH VENTILATION
PROTECTS PERISHABLE
PRODUCTS.
3M Stretch Tape offers total air flow prolonging
the shelf life of fruit and vegetable products and
avoiding damage to packaging that can occur
when heated products “sweat” inside plastic
film wrap
For any palletised load that requires heating or
cooling, such as dairy foods, the use of Stretch
Tape can save days in production time.
Unlike other products used for load ventilation,
3M Stretch Tape is easy to apply using the
Safetech Stretch Tape wrapper. Removal of the
tape is also simple and waste almost negligible.

Specifications:
Capacity:
Turntable diameter:
Turntable height above floor:
Maximum wrapping height:
Maximum load width:
Overall length:
Overall width:
Overall height:
Shipping weight:
Power supply:

2000kg
1400mm
110mm
2500mm
1400mm square
2700mm
1400mm
3270mm*
500kg approx.
240 V, 50hz, single
Phase power.

*2650mm Mast also available
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